
CAGNES-SUR-MER - 14 December 

Race 1 

1. MORGENSTERN - Ran third over 3550m at Fontainebleau in November and built on that to score over 3500m 

at Auteuil this month and should again give his running.  

2. SHANNDAR - Only had two starts but yet to get competitive and failed to show much over course and distance 

this month. 

3. TANCARVILLE - Came good at Nimes in October over 3400m and not disgraced at Lyon Parilly last month. 

Could be in the mix. 

4. KALIMANDJARO - Had just the four starts and showed his best piece of form last time out when fourth 3550m 

at Fontainebleau. Needs to build on that. 

5. BATMAN ROYAL - Failed to complete on his racecourse debut over 3300m here at Cagnes this month and now 

has questions to answer. 

6. ROYAL GEMIX - Four starts and a better effort when third 3550m at Fontainebleau last month. Should be capable 

of building on that showing. 

7. FURIMIX - Got it right over 3400m at Nimes last month and with confidence high he can follow-up. 

8. HASTA LUEGO ELIPE - Better showing when second over 3500m at Auteuil this month and the back of that he 

should be in the mix. 

9. BECQUATHUNDER - Failed to show much at Fontainebleau this month and others have more appealing profiles. 

10. AMIRAL DONNA - Failed to finish when racing over 3500m at Auteuil this month and he needs to find more. 

11. QUINTIPOR - Pulled up when making his racecourse debut over course and distance this month and looks 

held. 

12. KERADAM - Showed a willing attitude over 3550m at Fontainebleau finishing sixth but more needed to take 

this. 

13. MAGIC DRAGOON - Pulled up on debut 3300m here at Cagnes and he needs to find plenty more after that 

show. 

14. WEBUYANYHORSE - Yet to signal that his turn to win is anytime soon and others make more appeal. 

Summary 

MORGENSTERN (1) ran third in a 3550m contest at Fontainebleau and built on that to score 3500m at Auteuil. 

Leading claims. FURIMIX (7) won well at Nimes and could have a role to play. HASTA LUEGO ELIPE (8) showed 

more over 3550m at Auteuil when second and will play a part if building on that promise. ROYAL GEMIX (6) 

indicated enough to suggest he could be in the mix. 

Selections 

MORGENSTERN (1) - FURIMIX (7) - HASTA LUEGO ELIPE (8) - ROYAL GEMIX (6)  



Race 2 

1. PREMIERE DEMANDE - Scored 3450m at Compiegne last month. Improving each start. Include.  

2. HOP LA DE SIVOLA - Came good over 3300m at Vichy in September and another solid display over 

3400m at Nimes last month. Can be involved on the back of that. 

3. FLORENCE - Eight starts and remains a maiden. Failed to get involved over course and distance this 

month. Needs to show more. 

4. BELLE FLEUR D'INOR - Had four starts in France but yet to trouble the judge. Latest effort at 

Fontainebleau was moderate and others make more appeal. 

5. HELINA BELLA - Returned from a break to run sixth over 3600m at Fontainebleau and with normal 

progression has claims. 

6. HIRONDEL BOULOISE - Was showing up well in her races until last month when putting in a poor 

effort over 3400m at Compiegne. Needs to bounce back. 

7. ETINCELLE SOUDAINE - Decent effort over 3550m at Fontainebleau last month but failed to build 

on it at Lyon Parilly next time out. Needs to find more. 

8. MILOS - Runs her race but hasn't a turn of foot. One win from 16 starts. Others make more appeal. 

9. INEEDALEADER - Showed up well at Fontainebleau when second over 3550m in October but failed 

to build on that over the same track and trip last month. Needs to bounce back. 

10. QUEEN DAVIER - Came good over 3400m scoring by over 5L. With that under her belt she could 

follow-up. 

11. FURY ROAD - Chased home Queen Davier over 3400m here at Cagnes this month but can't see 

her overturning the form. 

12. VALTICE DU BERLAIS - Running well without winning and has contested two Listed races recently 

at Auteuil. Drops in class and should have a say. 

Summary 

PREMIERE DEMANDE (1) was pulled-up in his opening two races. Managed to put his career back on 

track scoring over 3450m at Compiegne and can build on that success in this. HOP LA DE SIVOLA (2) 

came good over 3300m at Vichy in September. Delivered another solid display at Nimes and is set to 

be involved. QUEEN DAVIER (10) was off the mark with a 5.5L win over FURY ROAD (11) here in a 

3400m contest this month. Holds claims on the back of that. 

Selections 

PREMIERE DEMANDE (1) - HOP LA DE SIVOLA (2) - QUEEN DAVIER (10) - FURY ROAD (11)  



Race 3 

1. FOLSOM PRISON - Holding his form well despite returning from a break and did well to finish second here over 

3800m this month. Makes plenty of appeal. 

2. YAYAJONH - Scored this time last year at Pau over 3800m but not in the same form and was pulled-up at 

Compiegne last month. 

3. JUGEOTTE - Either fallen or pulled-up in her last three starts and until showing more can't be trusted. 

4. TENERIFE SEA - Returned from a break to score comfortably over 3800m this month. Should again be in the 

mix. 

5. BUCK'S BAHKBOOK - Showed more at Auteuil this month when staying on for second over 3600m and a 

reproduction of that effort should put her in the mix. 

6. DECEMBER - Pulled-up in his last two starts both at Auteuil. Needs to complete before any trust can be given. 

7. ROCK THE RACE - Struggling to find form of late and latest outing when tenth over 3900m doesn't bode well.  

8. INTRINSEQUE - Beaten a long way out when sixth over 3900m at Nantes last month and will need to up his 

game to feature. 

9. FOLBURG DE PALMA - Scored over 4100m at Le Touquet in September and finished third in his next two starts. 

Could sneak a place. 

10. NO RISK FOR YOU - Scored with authority over 3800m at Fontainebleau last month and no reason he can't 

build on that success. 

11. DERBY DE TENDRON - Been racing mainly at Lyon Parilly and scored in a listed event over 4100m in June. 

Decent effort in second last month and has claims. 

12. PASCASHA D'OR - Knocking on the door having finished runner-up in his last two starts over 3600m at Auteuil. 

Should have a role to play. 

13. BRIC - Scored well over 4000m here at Cagnes this month and a reproduction of that success would be good 

enough.  

14. POP ART DU BERLAIS - Not showing enough in recent starts to suggest he's a leading player and makes little 

appeal. 

15. AD ACTA - Stayed on for fourth over 4000m this month and needs to find more. 

16. CIRANO DE PAIL - Course and distance winner this month staying on well from the last to score by 6L. No 

reason he won't run his race again. 

Summary 

FOLSOM PRISON (1) is holding his form well. Returned from a break to finish second over 3800m and can build 

on that effort now stepping up in trip. CIRANO DE PAIL (16) delivered a course and distance win staying on well 

from the last to score by 6L. No reason he can't run his race again. TENERIFE SEA (4) returned from a break to 

score comfortably in a 3800m contest here. Could be involved. BUCK'S BAHKBOOK (5) showed more at Auteuil 

and can build on that in this. BRIC (13) is next best. 

Selections 

FOLSOM PRISON (1) - CIRANO DE PAIL (16) - TENERIFE SEA (4) - BUCK'S BAHKBOOK (5) - BRIC (13)  



Race 4 

1. LIFE'S A BREEZE - Running well and a comfortable winner at Fontainebleau last month. Kept on for fourth over 3600m later 

last month and has claims. 

2. AYRTON BANKS - Returns after a break and was last seen running second over 3800m at Lyon Parilly in May. Could be the 

best time to catch him fresh. 

3. GUMP MADRIK - Eight starts and doesn't appear to be progressing. More needed after his effort over 3500m and this course 

this month. 

4. MANON DES SOURCES - Latest effort was a backward step when failing to get involved over 3400m at Lyon Parilly and needs 

to bounce back. 

5. HOMER - Showed more at Nimes last month when a staying on fourth over 3800m however needs to find something extra to 

take this. 

6. STOP ME - Failed to get involved on debut over 3800m at Compiegne and dismissed until showing more. 

7. LOUPING SHUTTLE - Nine starts but appears to be heading in the wrong direction and failed to make an impact over 3500m 

here this month. 

8. AUREOLE - Showed more over 3500m here this month finishing second and if can build on that promise has a role to play. 

9. JOSHUA DREAM - 24 starts and he remains a maiden. Pulled-up in most recent outing and others make more appeal. 

10. JAAYIZ - Pulled-up at Pau this month and sent out quickly again so all must be well. Was running well prior. 

11. DELPHI BOUM - Eight starts but yet to trouble the judge and latest start over 3400m at Nimes was a little lacklustre. 

12. AMBRE DE NUIT - Fell in her latest start at Nimes last month. Been given time to recover but overall form suggests she still 

needs to up her game. 

13. PLANTEUSE - All six starts have been disappointing.  

14. NEW MOON RISING - Pulled up at Argentan last month when making her debut and she needs to find plenty more after that 

start. 

15. GIRL DE CHOISEL - Came down when making a move over 3500m here at Cagnes and if no damage done with the fall she 

deserves another chance. 

16. GLORINA - Pulled-up at Auteuil when last seen and better judged on her second at Nancy over 3400m the time before. 

Summary 

A chance is taken with AYRTON BANKS (2) who was last seen in May running second over 3800m at Lyon Parilly. Might be the 

best time to catch him is when fresh. GIRL DE CHOISEL (15) was in the process of running a good race when falling this month. 

Providing he has recovered is given another chance. AUREOLE (8) showed more in latest when second in a course 3500m 

contest and could be involved. LIFE'S A BREEZE (1) warrants thought and doesn't know how to run a bad race. 

Selections 

AYRTON BANKS (2) - GIRL DE CHOISEL (15) - AUREOLE (8) - LIFE'S A BREEZE (1)  



Race 5 

1. NATHALIE D'ORES - Had just the three starts but yet to get competitive. Last seen in September so she returns 

after a mini break. 

2. SAMBA EMERY - Failed to trouble the leaders over 3300m here at Cagnes on debut this month. More needed 

after that display. 

3. HAMARIA - Two starts and pulled-up in both. Little confidence until she completes. 

4. MISS MAG - Pulled-up over course and distance when making her debut this month. Others preferred. 

5. HIRMA - Ran second over 3550m at Fontainebleau last month but then didn't see out the 3800m trip here. Should 

be in the mix dropping back in trip. 

6. HAPPY GIRL - Pulled-up on hurdling debut over 3300m. Now has something to prove. 

7. HIP HOP BAIE - Filly by Crillon who makes her racecourse debut. Market is the best guide to her chance. 

8. BAILEYS COURAGE - Pulled-up on hurdling debut over 3300m here this month. Questions to answer. 

9. TOPAZE MYSTIQUE - Failed to see out the 3700m trip this month and now drops down in trip and that could 

see her in a better light. 

10. PSYCHOTIQUE - Had just the three starts but yet to show any worthwhile form. Needs to up her game. 

11. DELHI CHOPE - Ran third over course and distance this month and if she can build on that effort then should 

should be competitive. 

12. LOCMARIA - Remains a maiden after 12 starts and was pulled-up in her latest start at Auteuil. Needs to show 

more. 

13. SECRET STYLE - Has some good form to her name and latest fifth over 3550m at Fontainebleau was a decent 

run. Should have a say in this. 

14. MARBLE EYES - Pulled-up over course and distance this month and she has to bounce back after that poor 

display. 

15. HULOTTE DE COTTE - Better effort at Nantes last month when fifth over 3500m. If able to take that run forward 

then she has claims. 

16. RONBLEUE STLAURENT - Four starts and yet to get involved in a finish. Latest run at Auteuil was a step in 

the right direction but more needed. 

Summary 

SECRET STYLE (13) comes with good form to her name. Latest fifth over 3550m at Fontainebleau was a decent 

effort and can build on that. DELHI CHOPE (11) ran third at course and distance. With normal progression might 

have a say. TOPAZE MYSTIQUE (9) will be seen in a better light now dropping back in trip. Any market move for 

the debutante HIP HOP BAIE (7) is to be noted. 

Selections 

SECRET STYLE (13) - DELHI CHOPE (11) - TOPAZE MYSTIQUE (9) - HIP HOP BAIE (7)  



Race 6 

1. CREASY FASHION - Had eleven races but remains a maiden and on latest effort course and distance 

needs to produce more. 

2. PITON DES NEIGES - Pleasing start to his chasing career when a good third over course and 

distance this month.  Normal progression should see him competitive. 

3. SEMEUR - 24 starts and just the one win and he failed to see it out over 4000m this month. Looks 

held. 

4. KHAGE - Run well over course and distance this month staying on for third and if he can build on that 

effort then he will be in the mix. 

5. VOISIN D'UN SOIR - Pulled-up over course and distance this month and now has questions to 

answer. 

6. RASTER - 41 starts for the one win which came in 2019. No more than a satisfactory run over course 

and distance this month and he needs more. 

7. FAUCON DU BOSC - Been tested in some big races and made a pleasing start over course and 

distance this month to give himself a chance in this on the back of that. 

8. SPIDERMAN - Pulled-up here this month when contesting a 3500m event and needs to bounce back. 

9. MESTER - Ran well at Fontainebleau last month and was in contention when falling over course and 

distance this month. Given another chance. 

10. LADY HORSE - Two runs back from the long absence have been poor and others make more 

appeal. 

11. COMETE BAIE - Not been seen since scoring over 3900m at Morlaix in May 2019. Will probably 

need this first run back. 

12. CURLY BASC - Ran fourth over 4000m here at Cagnes but was beaten by many lengths and overall 

form suggests he'll struggle. 

13. SANTA KLARA - Nothing special about his debut over course and distance this month and he 

needs to find more. 

Summary 

PITON DES NEIGES (2) made a pleasing start to his chasing career when a good third at course and 

distance. With normal progression might be in the mix. MESTER (9) ran well at Fontainebleau. Was in 

contention when falling over at track and trip this month and can be given another chance. FAUCON 

DU BOSC (7) previously contested some big races and will find this task easier. KHAGE (4) can be 

involved if building on latest outing. 

Selections 

PITON DES NEIGES (2) - MESTER (9) - FAUCON DU BOSC (7) - KHAGE (4)  



Race 7 

1. FALBALA LE DUN - Pulled-up over course and distance this month and after that showing she needs to up her 

game. 

2. GWANGJU - Scored over 4200m at Meslay-du-Maine last month and wasn't disgraced in fifth over 3800m here 

at Cagnes this month. Could go well. 

3. GAELICK KAP - Ran as well as could be expected in third over 4000m here at Cagnes this month and she can 

have a say if building on it in this. 

4. MEASURE OF A DAY - Three starts this season have been disappointing and looks held on all known form. 

5. DASHING FILLY - Failed to complete at Auteuil last month and that effort leaves her with a question mark. 

6. STRELA - Showed more at Maure de Bretagne when last seen over 4200m but needs to find improvement. 

7. STERNE - Heading in the wrong direction and another disappointing effort at Fontainebleau last month. Others 

make more appeal.  

8. ASTARA DE LUNE - Showed improved form to run third over 4000m here at Cagnes this month and she could 

back that effort up here. 

9. FANTASTIC SUN - Just the one win from 15 Starts but a good effort over 4000m here at Cagnes this month 

when second. Could have a say on the back of that. 

10. BLUE HONEY MOON - Just the one win from 18 starts and she's pulled-up in her last three starts. 

11. SORAL DE KERZEL - Been a while since his last win but showed more over 4000m here at Cagnes this month. 

Needs to kick on after that effort.  

12. NURMI - No more than a satisfactory run in fifth over 3900m at Auteuil and he needs to up his game. 

13. GALOUSKA - Never troubled the leaders over 4000m here on hurdling debut and will need to do more. 

14. BACQUEVILLE - Pulled-up in his most recent start here this month over 4000m. Needs to do more.  

15. BRASILERA - She's been pulled-up in her two most recent starts and others look more likely. 

16. UN AMOUR DE RISK - Never really featured over 4000m on hurdling debut this month and he needs to find 

more. 

Summary 

GAELICK KAP (3) ran as well finishing third beaten just 2L over 4000m at this circuit and if finding improvement for 

the experience holds claims. STRELA (6) showed more at Maure de Bretagne when last seen in a 4200m contest. 

Could have a say on the back of that. FANTASTIC SUN (9) put in a good run finishing second over 4000m here 

and may build on that effort. SORAL DE KERZEL (11) can. be considered each-way. Next best is ASTARA DE 

LUNE (8). 

Selections 

GAELICK KAP (3) - STRELA (6) - FANTASTIC SUN (9) - SORAL DE KERZEL (11) - ASTARA DE LUNE (8) 


